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Introducing The green globe: Elevate Your Table with
Eco-Friendly Elegance!

Discover the exquisite world of Areca, where
sustainability meets sophistication. We are supplier of
Areca palm Leaf disposables, our premium palm leaf
disposable tableware is designed to elevate your dining
experience while making a positive impact on the planet.
Areca Leaf Plates are the distinct quality table wares
which are the eco-friendliest products from shed leaves
by dint of our diligence while conserving Mother Nature.
The Areca Palm leaf products possess unique quality
which cannot be found in other disposables currently in
the market.

These products are 100% Natural, Biodegradable,
Compostable, Freezer Safe, Microwave Safe and Water
resistant. It also do not react and harmless when it come
in contact with food or liquid.
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ABOUT US
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Chief Executive and promoter of M/s The Green Globe is
Mr. Madana Mohana M, aged 48 a Science Graduate and
Mahesh,aged 46 a Science Graduate comes from a
traditional business family with business relating to food
industry for more than four decades.

Basically interested in preserving Mother Nature, The
Green Globe was promoted with a motive to produce
and distribute worldwide the eco friendly Areca Leaf
products, which will change the habit of using products
made out of plastic and nondegradable materials. The
Green Globe is a registered company with appropriate
Government formalities. We aim to enhance customer
experience by introducing 100% Natural areca leaf based
tableware with premium quality & reliability at an
affordable cost as best 'alternative to single-use plastic'
based disposable tableware. We achieve this by using
innovative production methods. From making healthy
and sustainable choices to reducing plastic waste from
the environment. We believe in delivering the best
quality products every time to each of our customers.
Hence, we produce the premium products using the best
quality areca leaf.
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OUR MISSION
Our Mission is to merge sustainability  and  sophistications,
offering premium palm leaf tableware solutions for a
greener, more elegant world.
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OUR VISION
We are dedicated to crafting palm leaf tableware that
bridges the gap between nature’s beauty and the joy of
sharing meals, leaving a minimal environmental footprint.
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WHY CHOOSE US?
At The Green Globe, our goal is simple: to provide you with
exquisite palm leaf disposable tableware that doesn't just
satisfy, but captivates. As you explore our collection, you'll
discover the embodiment of style and sustainability. Our aim is
to ensure that every gathering you host, every meal you enjoy,
becomes a remarkable testament to your commitment to both
refinement and responsible living.Join us in embracing elegance
that resonates, sustainability that inspires, and a journey that
transforms your table into a canvas of sophistication and
conscious living.
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Production of 150 plus collection of Plates, Bowls &
Trays
Customization of products
100 % Organic
Cost-Effective
Fair Trade & Ethical sourcing
Zero waste manufacturing
Stringent Quality Test before dispatch
Standard Packaging Country wise
Global Shipping with minimum transit time

Here are some USP of The Green Globe :
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PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING

3.cleaning
 with fresh water1.Naturally fallen leafs

10. Back to Nature
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2.collection 
& logistics

4.heat press 
& plate forming

5.plate trimming

6.Cleaning & sterlization7 .packing8 .dinner ware

9. Disposal/Composition.
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OUR PRODUCT RANGE
Crafted from fallen Areca palm leaves, each piece of our
tableware exudes natural beauty and charm. From stylish plates
and bowls to chic cutlery, our collection boasts:
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ROUND SHAPED
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Indulge in the elegance of our palm leaf plates available in
various sizes to suit any occasion.The unique grain patterns and
earthy tones add a touch of rustic luxury to your table Round
arecaleaf plates with rounded edges are softer and more
attractable.

Round plates are traditional modal plates. Round symbolizes the
completeness. The neatly arranged areca leaf round plates
present a splendid look. Curved lines of the round plates give
graceful and consummate appearance. 
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RECTANGLE SHAPED
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Our areca leaf plates with rectangle shape concord with most of
the items around us. Our rectangle plates resemble traditional
Indian banana leaves. They are used to serve the dishes which
occupy lengthy area.
Rectangle plates are convenient to handle when they are served
with different variety of food items. They are good enough for
most of the food items ranging from Ice Cream Sandwich to
Dosa.
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SQUARE SHAPED 
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As the square plates have equal sides and four equal angles, they
are easy to stack comparing with the other shaped plates. They
display strength and presence as they are with sharp lines and
edges.
They have been produced with their unique features. Areca leaf
Square plates are available in different sizes. A small dent in
square plate helps the user to handle it very conveniently. The
customers can choose small, medium or large plates to cater
their needs.
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Eye-catching designer plates of different shapes and models
have been created for quenching your aesthetic thirst. Our
designer plates have more advantages than the other designer
plates made of artificial, synthetic, chemical coated plates. We
feel proud to proclaim that the designs of areca leaf plates are
uniquely designed by Mother Nature.

DESIGNER PLATES OF 
DIFFERENT SHAPES
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Our partition plate has a unique design that separates food into
different compartments, with a deep inner to make it easier to
scoop food onto forks and spoons.

PARTITION PLATES
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Bowls: Elevate your culinary creations with our eco-friendly palm
leaf bowls. Perfect for soups, salads, or hearty dishes, they are
sturdy and versatile, making them a must-have for any gathering.

BOWLS & CUTLERIES

Cutleries : Our compostable cutlery is not only a statement of
style but also a commitment to sustainability. From forks and
knives to spoons, every piece is ergonomically designed for
comfort and practically.
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All Natural
Biodegradable Plates, Compostable, Cleaned and Steam-Treated
Leaves; Natural Palm Smell is Normal-Ready to Use.

PRODUCT FEATURES

Hold Strongly
With a large size, these Areca palm leaf plates hold a lot of
weight without sagging. Each palm leaf plate can also handle wet
food like soup or gravy without soggy.

Handmade Product
These plates are sourced and crafted from high quality 100%
Palm Leaves and are STURDY and BUILT TO HOLD UP WELL
for various occasions! 

Microwavable
These disposable plates are microwave and oven friendly, up to
340° Fahrenheit. You can use these disposable palm leaf plates
to reheat your leftovers conveniently.

Strong & Durable
 Use knives and forks without worrying about leaks or grease.

Sustainable
Crafted from fallen palm leaves. No trees are ever cut down.

Odorless & Hygienic
These products are curated by all-natural materials, which brings
down the possibility of any odor from the plates or bowls.
Produced using natural leaves, all the products are very hygienic.
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All Natural
The Green Globe products ranging from plates to cutlery made
of eco-friendly bio-degradable areca leaves are of the highest
quality. The products are manufactured in our ultramodern
factory where special attention is given to bring out the best
products. We believe that we would receive a good certificate
from you for our unmatchable products.

Health & Safety Testing
Aerobic Plate Count – APC35C :Test: Coliform and Yeast/Mold
testing.
Explanation: The products are sanitary for immediate use out of
the package.

PhytoSanitation
Test: Before shipping, the container is fumigated and tested for
safety. To be exported, the test must be passed. 
Explanation: Plant material is safe for contact with food.

ASTM D-6400
Explanation: Testing for heavy metals is for both human and
environmental concern. The tests will show that it is well below
the acceptable level.

CERTIFICATIONS &
REGISTRATIONS
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Compostability Testing
ASTM D-6866
Test: Biological material testing 
Explanation: The products are completely natural. There are no
additives, plastics, waxes or glues in the products.

ASTM D-6868-03, ASTM D-6400-04, ASTM D5988-03, ASTM
D5338-98
Test: Biodegradability and speed & ability to be composted.
Explanation: The above testing will prove the Areca leaf product
is completely biodegradable and Compostable in nature.
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Corporate office address
No.26/28, 3rd Floor, MCHS Layout, Ward no.5, Jakkur, Bangalore,
INDIA- 560064
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REACH US

The Green Globe

Mobile/Whatsapp - +91-7007136106 / +91 88812 06827

Warehouse address
9/1, Sampgehalli Main Road,2nd Cross, Jakkur Post, Yalahanka,Bangalore-  
INDIA- 560064

Factory address
Naragahalli village, Tubagere post, Doddaballapura Takuk, Bangalore
INDIA- 561205

www.thegreenglobe.in

Landline -  +91 522 434 0681


